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Recent molecular simulations of liquid interfaces yield surface sum-frequency vibrational spectra
that can be highly sensitive to the seemingly-arbitrary choice of molecular center in the calculation
method. We show that the ambiguity arises because widely-used approaches, focusing exclusively on
electric-dipole contributions from the surface, neglect coordinate-dependent quadrupole-order contribu-
tions of comparable magnitude from the bulk. The correct calculation includes both surface and bulk
responses. With a judicious choice of molecular center, however, it may be possible to minimize the bulk
contribution, allowing the surface-only calculation to produce a reasonably accurate spectrum. We use
water as an example to elucidate the problem.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Sum-frequency generation (SFG), including its special case of
second-harmonic generation (SHG), has been established as a pow-
erful technique for studying surfaces and interfaces [1] because of
its ability to provide surface-specific electronic and vibrational
spectra. The technique has already been widely used to probe sys-
tems with fundamental importance in physics, chemistry, biology,
and geology. In some cases, however, interpretation of the spectra
can be difficult. This is particularly true for surface vibrational
spectra of liquids, such as water, where the diversity of molecular
arrangements leads to a broad, but featured, spectrum. To under-
stand such a spectrum and hence be able to deduce structural
information about the surface or interface, we would need a theo-
retical calculation that can reproduce the experimental spectrum.
Agreement between theory and experiment would lend weight
to calculations which can then be further extended to predict
new properties or phenomena about the surface. So far, molecular
simulations have been the only theoretical technique used to cal-
culate SF vibrational spectra of liquid interfaces, in particular the
water interfaces because of their importance. However, their suc-
cess in reproducing experimental spectra has been limited. Even
in the case of the neat water/vapor interface, the calculated spec-
trum in the OH stretch range often does not fully agree with the
experimental one, especially on the low-frequency side [2]
ll rights reserved.
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(however, more recent studies claim to have reconciled the
low-frequency discrepancies [3,4]). Different groups have also re-
ported somewhat different calculated spectra [2].

Recently, Noah-Vanhoucke et al. found that different seemingly-
valid ways to perform the calculation could yield very different
spectra [5]. Therefore it is appropriate to carefully reexamine the
approach and assumptions used in the simulations. In this Letter,
we show existing deficiencies in current computational approaches
and suggest ways to minimize them. We shall focus on the neat
water/vapor interface as a representative example, but our
discussion is generally applicable to all interfaces.

Let us first briefly review the basic theory of reflected SFG from
an interface (with more details presented in Section 2). Consider
two input beams at frequencies x1 and x2 overlapping on the
interface that generates a SF output at frequency xSF = x1 + x2 in
the reflected direction (Figure 1). The SF signal can be written as
[1]:

SðêSF ; ê1; ê2Þ / êSF � v
$ð2Þ

S;eff : ê1ê2

��� ���2; v
$ð2Þ

S;eff � v
$ð2Þ

S þ
v
$ð2Þ

B

�i D~k
��� ��� ; ð1Þ

where v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

B are defined as the second-order surface and bulk
nonlinear susceptibilities, respectively, êi is the polarization unit
vector of the ith field, D~k �~kSF �~k1 �~k2 is the wave vector mis-
match between input and output beams, and v

$ð2Þ
S;eff is the net ‘‘effec-

tive’’ surface susceptibility. The boundary between ‘‘surface’’ and
‘‘bulk’’ in this context is wherever the perturbing effects of the sur-
face can no longer be felt (Figure 1), for example a few monolayers
for neat water, or a screening length for ionic solutions. In centro-
symmetric media, v

$ð2Þ
B vanishes under the electric-dipole approxi-

mation, and is therefore dominated by the electric-quadrupole
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Figure 1. A schematic of the water/vapor interface probed by an SFG experiment.
The water is depicted as infinitely deep, which corresponds to an experiment where
light attenuation or spatial filtering suppresses the signal of the opposite (bottom)
interface.
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and magnetic-dipole response. On the other hand, v
$ð2Þ

S is dominated
by the electric-dipole contribution because of the broken inversion
symmetry at the interface. Its resonant spectrum, especially the
vibrational one, can provide information about the interfacial struc-
ture as well as the orientation of the interfacial molecules. In some
cases, the bulk term may be negligible compared with the surface
term. In general, however, this is not necessarily true [1], and there
is no simple theory that can be used to predict whether the bulk
term can be neglected or not for a given interface. An order-of-mag-
nitude estimate yields that the ratio of the bulk to the surface term
is equal to the ratio of the geometric dimension of the induced elec-
tric-quadrupole on individual molecules to the average distance be-
tween molecules along the surface normal [6]. Thus, roughly
speaking, if molecules are polar, electric-quadrupoles are well local-
ized on the molecules and the surface layer thickness is large com-
pared to a chromophore, the bulk term can be significantly smaller
than the surface term. Experimentally, it is generally impossible to
separate surface and bulk contributions [1,7–9]. We usually resort
to the observed sensitivity of the spectrum to surface perturbations,
for example by adsorbed molecules, to judge whether the surface
term dominates or not.

More careful examination of the theory reveals that generally
v
$ð2Þ

B =i D~k
��� ��� consists of three separate terms: one comes from elec-

tric-quadrupole (and magnetic-dipole) contribution of interfacial
molecules due to the strong field gradient at the interface between
two media of different refractive indices [8]. It would vanish if the
refractive indices were matched. Because this contribution is not
relevant to the study here, we shall neglect it in our discussion.
The other two come from bulk quadrupole contributions:

v
$ð2Þ

B ð~k1;
~k2;

~ksÞ
�i D~k
��� ��� ¼ v

$ð2Þ
BS ð~k1;

~kf2;
~ksÞ þ

v
$ð2Þ

BB

�i D~k
��� ���

v
$ð2Þ

BB � v
$ð2Þ

B ð~k10;
~k20;

~ks0Þ

v
$ð2Þ

BS ð~k1;
~k2;

~ksÞ � v
$ð2Þ

B ð~k1;
~k2;

~ksÞ � v
$ð2Þ

BB

� �.
� i D~k
��� ���

where ð~k10;
~k20;

~ks0Þ are nearby ‘‘reference’’ wavevectors that are
perfectly phase-matched ðD~k0 ¼ 0Þ, and therefore give a large SFG
signal which can be unambiguously identified with the bulk. (Un-
less there is exactly one nearby phase-matched condition, there will
be multiple choices for ð~k10;

~k20;
~ks0Þ, and each will give a different

v
$ð2Þ

BB and v
$ð2Þ

BS . If there is no nearby phase-matched condition, the
above still works as a mathematical construction. See Ref. [7] for
a similar but not identical construction.) The total effective suscep-
tibility is then:

v
$ð2Þ

S;eff ð~k1;
~k2;

~ksÞ ¼ v
$ð2Þ

S þ v
$ð2Þ

BS ð~k1;
~k2;

~ksÞ þ
v
$ð2Þ

BB

�i D~k
��� ���

and it can be shown that v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

BS are not separable in measure-
ment, while v

$ð2Þ
BB can be measured by varying the~ki [7]. Actually, as

we shall show below, v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

BS are fundamentally inseparable
because the division of electric dipole and electric quadrupole con-
tributions from molecules is not unique, but depends on how the
multipole expansion is defined [7]. In the remainder of the Letter,
for simplicity and clarity, we shall use v

$ð2Þ
B in the analysis, but we

note that the ambiguities under discussion are restricted more spe-
cifically to its v

$ð2Þ
BS component, while the v

$ð2Þ
BB component plays no

role in the ambiguities.

1.2. Overview of molecular simulation ambiguities (fundamental
cause)

Consider now the molecular simulation of SFG from surfaces.
Conventional approaches were recently discovered to be ambigu-
ous and ill-defined [5]. We will show that this problem arises from
the neglect of electric-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole contribu-
tions, i.e., the calculations implicitly assume v

$ð2Þ
B ¼ 0 and

v
$ð2Þ

S;eff ¼ v
$ð2Þ

S . However, it is deeply problematic to ignore v
$ð2Þ

B , not
merely because it may lead to inaccuracies, but more fundamen-
tally because it makes the whole calculation ill-defined. While
v
$ð2Þ

S;eff of Eq. 1 is well-defined, v
$ð2Þ

S on its own and v
$ð2Þ

B on its own
are not. Therefore, any attempt to calculate v

$ð2Þ
S by ignoring v

$ð2Þ
B

will necessarily yield an incorrect and ambiguous result. The ambi-
guities in defining v

$ð2Þ
S and v

$ð2Þ
B are the main subject of this Letter,

and in Section 2, we will explain and quantify their origins and
their consequences.

These ambiguities stem from the usual ambiguity in multipole-
expansion: the electromagnetic response of a system can be cor-
rectly described using different forms of multipole expansion
[7,10–12]. The ambiguity in multipole expansions appears in many
areas of physics—perhaps the most famous example is the fact that
the dipole moment of a charged molecule is coordinate-system-
dependent. Similarly, the electric-quadrupole moment of a polar
molecule is also coordinate-system-dependent. In the case of
SFG, different multipole expansions give different weights to the
dipole response v

$ð2Þ
S versus the quadrupole response v

$ð2Þ
B , but their

combined response v
$ð2Þ

S;eff is constant, as we shall show later.
In Figure 2, we illustrate this classical ambiguity in multipole

expansions with a simple example [7]: the same charge-distribu-
tion of a charge-neutral system (Figure 2a) can be described as
having zero surface dipole and positive bulk quadrupole density
(Figure 2b), or positive surface dipole and negative bulk quadru-
pole density (Figure 2c). These are two equally-valid descriptions
of the same system [10–12].

1.3. Overview of molecular simulation ambiguities (specific cause)

As explained above, from a fundamental and general perspec-
tive, previous molecular-simulation calculations of SFG have been
ambiguous because they calculated the ill-defined quantity v

$ð2Þ
S ,

rather than the unambiguous quantity v
$ð2Þ

S;eff . Different multipole
expansion schemes (e.g., Figure 2) in simulation yield different
values of v

$ð2Þ
S . Such arbitrariness is often hidden deep within sub-

tle details of the algorithms. We focus on the common case of
molecular simulations in a slab geometry: here, the arbitrary part
of the algorithm was recently discovered by Noah-Vanhoucke
et al. [5].



Figure 2. An example of the well-known ambiguity in multipole expansions: (a) a distribution of point charges in a box. (b) By grouping these charges as shown, the box
appears to have zero surface dipole and positive bulk quadrupole. (c) By grouping these charges differently, the box now appears to have positive surface dipole and negative
bulk quadrupole (after Ref. [7]).

Figure 3. (a) A schematic of a simulated liquid slab, with vapor on both sides. (b) The SFG signal is typically calculated by neglecting molecules below the artificial boundary
(long dashed line). Therefore the signal from molecule (i) would be included in the total, (ii) would not, and (iii) might or might not, depending on the molecular center used.

Figure 4. Slab-based MD-calculated SFG spectra, with oxygen (O) or hydrogen (H)
as the molecular center. Light polarization is SSP.
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In the slab geometry, the real system is approximated by a thin
slab with periodic boundary conditions (Figure 3a). In calculating
many surface properties, such as surface tension, contributions
from the two surfaces of the slab can be added and averaged, but
this step is clearly not appropriate for SFG. The two surfaces, being
opposite in orientation, will have their electric-dipole contribu-
tions cancelled by each other. Therefore, in molecular simulations
of SFG, it is necessary to artificially break the symmetry of the slab.
Typically, an artificial boundary surface is set up at the middle of
the slab, and only electric-dipole responses of molecules between
the top surface of the slab and the artificial boundary surface are
assumed to contribute to SFG (Figure 3b). This way, it was thought,
the SFG signal from just the top surface would be calculated. (The
artificial boundary surface is not the only symmetry-breaking
method, but it is the simplest, and other methods [13–15] are only
superficially different as discussed further below.)

Since molecules residing around the artificial boundary surface
are randomly oriented in an isotropic bulk-like environment, the
detailed implementation of the artificial separation might seem
unimportant. Unfortunately, this expectation is not true, as was
highlighted by Noah-Vanhoucke et al. [5]. The problem arises be-
cause of an ambiguity in assigning molecules that straddle the arti-
ficial boundary to one interface or the other. In the simplest
scheme, the assignment is based on whether a predetermined
point within the molecule is above or below the artificial bound-
ary. In using a single point to represent the molecule’s position,
one thus establishes a ‘‘molecular center’’. In the case of an HOD
molecule, this point could be placed on the H, O, or D atom, or
any other fixed site in the molecular frame (Figure 3b). Surpris-
ingly, this choice can have a significant effect on the calculation.
(A superficially similar ambiguity arises in DC electrostatic poten-
tial calculations [16,17].)

To illustrate the importance of this issue, we use the neat water/
vapor interface as an example. Figure 4 shows two spectra of
Imv
$ð2Þ

S , calculated using two different choices of molecular center
(these simulations are discussed in more detail below). Taking
the O atom as center yields a qualitatively different result than tak-
ing instead the H as the center. It is not clear which one (if either)
gives the ‘‘correct’’ Imv

$ð2Þ
S spectrum, i.e. the one that should be

compared with experiment. (The sharp peak at �3700 cm�1 is
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the same in the two cases, because it is associated with a surface
mode—dangling OH vibration—that does not exist near the artifi-
cial boundary surface [2].)

Actually, the correct spectrum must come from calculation of
v
$ð2Þ

S;eff , which includes both v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

B . As we shall show in Section
2, both the v

$ð2Þ
S and v

$ð2Þ
B spectra depend on the choice of the molec-

ular center, but that of v
$ð2Þ

S;eff does not. With current simulation ap-
proaches, it can be difficult to calculate v

$ð2Þ
B . One therefore hopes

that the v
$ð2Þ

B contribution can be negligible in comparison with
v
$ð2Þ

S . For this to be true, we must have a sufficiently large v
$ð2Þ

S , such
as in the cases of a surface layer of polar molecules with a signifi-
cant net polar orientation, and quite importantly, a choice of
molecular center that minimizes the absolute value of v

$ð2Þ
B . For

our example in Section 4, an SFG reflection measurement of the
air/water interface, we shall suggest that the most appropriate
molecular center is at the oxygen atom for SSP polarization (denot-
ing S-, S-, and P-polarizations for the fields at xSF, visible x2, and
infrared x1, respectively) and SPS polarization, but slightly dis-
placed towards the hydrogen atom for PSS polarization.

The Letter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the basics
of sum-frequency generation. We first discuss SF response from
individual molecules in terms of multipole expansion and show
that the division into terms of electric-dipole, electric-quadrupole,
and so on is not unique, but depends on the choice of molecular
center. We then show the same ambiguity arises in describing non-
linear susceptibilities, v

$ð2Þ
S and v

$ð2Þ
B , but that the effective surface

susceptibility, v
$ð2Þ

S;eff , which takes into account both surface and bulk
contributions, is independent of the molecular center. Section 3
discusses how such ambiguities will lead to different SF vibrational
spectra calculated by molecular simulation using different choices
of molecular center. Section 4 presents molecular dynamics simu-
lations of the air/water interface as an example, and shows how
the effect of v

$ð2Þ
B can be minimized by a proper choice of molecular

center.

2. Basics of sum-frequency generation

We describe in this section the basics of SF response of an inter-
facial system and show that v

$ð2Þ
S;eff of Eq. (1) does not depend on the

choice of molecular center, but v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

B do. We start from SF
responses of individual molecules, and show that the sum of the
electric-dipole and electric-quadrupole responses of an individual
molecule is independent of the choice of molecular center, as any
observable property should be.
Figure 5. The four lowest-order contributions to SFG susceptibility in the multipole ex
‘‘EQ/MD’’ for ‘‘Electric Quadrupole or Magnetic Dipole’’.
2.1. SF response from individual molecules

The SF response of an individual molecule in the incoming fields
~E1ðx1;

~k1Þ and ~E2ðx2;
~k2Þ can be characterized by its effective elec-

tric dipole~pð2Þeff , defined as the electric-dipole moment which, by it-
self, would give the same electromagnetic signal in the direction
~kSF as the combined effects of its true electric-dipole and higher-or-
der moments together. The effective dipole is given in the form of a
multipole expansion (i.e., power series in the wavevectors ~k1, ~k2,
~kSFÞ as [1]:

~pð2Þeff ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ ¼~pð2ÞðxSF ;

~kSFÞ � i~kSF � q
$ð2ÞðxSF ;

~kSFÞ

� c
xSF

~kSF � ~lð2ÞðxSF ;
~kSFÞ þ � � �

~pð2Þ ¼ a
$D :~E1

~E2 þ a
$Q1;EQ : ðr~E1Þ~E2 þ a

$Q2;EQ :~E1ðr~E2Þ

þ a
$Q1;MD :~B1

~E2 þ a
$Q2;MD :~E1

~B2

¼ a
$D :~E1

~E2 þ ia
$Q1 :~E1

~E2
~k1 þ ia

$Q2 :~E1
~E2
~k2

q
$ð2Þ ¼ a

$Qs;EQ :~E1
~E2

~lð2Þ ¼ a
$Qs;MD :~E1

~E2 ð2Þ

where ~pð2Þ, q
$ð2Þ, and ~lð2Þ are the induced electric dipole, electric

quadrupole, and magnetic dipole at the sum frequency, respec-
tively; a

$D, a
$Qi;EQ , a

$Qi;MD are corresponding nonlinear electric-dipole,
electric-quadrupole, and magnetic-dipole polarizabilities (see Fig-
ure 5); and a

$
Qi is a linear combination of a

$
Qi;EQ and a

$
Qi;MD (see

Appendix A for details). For simplicity, we shall henceforth use
the term ‘‘quadrupole’’ to refer to both the electric-quadrupole
and magnetic-dipole responses together, as described by the tensor
a
$

Qi which combines their effects.
Since (a/k)� 1, where a is a molecular dimension and k is a

light wavelength, we are well justified in ignoring the higher-order
multipoles beyond those shown in Eq. (2). More specifically, for a
given molecule, each higher order in the multipole expansion is
suppressed by an additional factor of order (a/k), as usual. On the
other hand, when averaged over many molecules in a centrosym-
metric bulk, the signal associated with odd-rank susceptibility ten-
sors (like a

$DÞ vanishes, while even-rank contributions (like a
$QiÞ do

not. Since there are many more molecules in the bulk than the sur-
face, the effect of even-rank tensors is boosted by a factor of order
(a/k)�1 compared to odd-rank. From these two considerations, a

$D

and a
$Qi together comprise the lowest-order term of an (a/k)� 1

expansion, justifying the choice of terms shown in Eq. (2) [1].
pansion. The light-matter interaction is specified by ‘‘ED’’ for ‘‘Electric Dipole’’, or
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We can formally rewrite Eq. (2) in a way that distinguishes
purely dipolar coupling between the molecule and input fields
(yielding a response ~pð2ÞD Þ from those involving a field gradient
ð~pð2ÞQ Þ. We will soon see, however, that the division is not unique.

~pð2Þeff ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ ¼~pð2ÞD ðxSF ;

~kSFÞ þ~pð2ÞQ ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ

~pð2ÞD ¼ a
$D :~E1

~E2

~pð2ÞQ ¼ i½a
$Q1 :~E1

~E2
~k1 þ a

$Q2 :~E1
~E2
~k2 � a

$Qs :~E1
~E2
~kSF � ð3Þ

As a physical quantity, the magnitude of ~pð2Þeff ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ should of

course be independent of the origin for the multipole expansion

of the molecular charge oscillations. However, those of ~pð2ÞD ðxSF ;

~kSFÞ and ~pð2ÞQ ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ may not be. For explicit discussion of the

problem, we need to define a ‘‘molecular center’’ ~O, which is taken
as the origin for the multipole expansion above. (Usually, one would

choose ~O to be at a point on the molecule.) With ~O chosen, we can

write ~pð2Þeff ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ �~pð2Þeff ;~O

, ~pð2ÞD ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ �~pð2ÞD;~O

and ~pð2ÞQ ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ �

~pð2Þ
Q ;~O

. Here, ~pð2Þ
eff ;~O

is the effective dipole centered at ~O, oscillating at

the sum frequency, that is induced on the molecule by the fields
~E1 �~E0

1ei~k1 �~O and ~E2 �~E0
2ei~k1 �~O at ~O, and ~E0

1;
~E0

2 are the amplitudes of
the incoming waves. The SF radiation field at the detector is propor-

tional to ~pð2Þ
eff ;~O
�~pð2Þ

eff ;~O
e�i~kSF �~O; we therefore expect ~pð2Þ

eff ;~O
to be inde-

pendent of ~O in both phase and magnitude.
To confirm that ~pð2Þ

eff ;~O
is independent of ~O, we rewrite Eq. (2) as

~pð2Þ
eff ;~O
¼ ½~pð2Þ

D;~O
þ~pð2Þ

Q ;~O
�e�i~kSF �~O ð4Þ

with

~pð2Þ
D;~O
¼ a

$D
~O

:~E0
1
~E0

2

� �
e�iD~k�~Oei~kSF �~O

~pð2Þ
Q ;~O
¼ i a

$Q1
~O

:~E0
1
~E0

2
~k1 þ a

$Q2
~O

:~E0
1
~E0

2
~k2 � a

$Qs
~O

:~E0
1
~E0

2
~ks

� �
e�iD~k�~Oei~kSF �~O ð5Þ

where D~k �~kSF �~k1 �~k2. We can show that a
$D
~O

is independent of ~O,
but a

$Qi
~O

depends on ~O: if ~O and ~O0 � ~O� D~O are two molecular
centers,

a
$Qi
~O0
¼ a
$Qi
~O
þ a
$DD~O: ð6Þ

The explicit proof is given in Appendix A. The changes of~pð2ÞD and~pð2ÞQ

due to the shift of ~O to ~O0 are given by

~pð2Þ
D;~O0

e�i~kSF �~O0 �~pð2Þ
D;~O

e�i~kSF �~O ¼ a
$D :~E0

1
~E0

2

� �
ðe�iD~k�~O0 � e�iD~k�~OÞ

¼ a
$D :~E0

1
~E0

2

� �
½iD~k � D~Oþ � � ��e�iD~k�~O

~pð2Þ
Q ;~O0

e�i~kSF �~O0 �~pð2Þ
Q ;~O

e�i~kSF �~O ¼ �i a
$D :~E0

1
~E0

2

� �
ðD~k � D~OÞe�iD~k�~O þ � � � : ð7Þ

We then see, in the limit of neglecting higher-order terms of
D~k � ð~O�~O0Þ
��� ��� (i.e., in the spirit of multipole expansion, neglecting
responses of higher order than quadrupole), that the molecular-
center dependences of ~pð2ÞD and ~pð2ÞQ cancel each other:

~pð2Þ
eff ;~O
¼ ½~pð2Þ

D;~O
þ~pð2Þ

Q ;~O
�e�i~kSF �~O ¼ ½~pð2Þ

D;~O0
þ~pð2Þ

Q ;~O0
�e�i~kSF �~O0 ¼ ~pð2Þ

eff ;~O0
ð8Þ

This confirms the earlier statement that ~pð2Þeff does not depend on the
choice of the molecular center ~O of the coordinate system, but ~pð2ÞD

and ~pð2ÞQ do. The latter often leads to ambiguity in distinguishing
electric-dipole and quadrupole responses of a molecule.

2.2. Surface and bulk SF susceptibilities

The bulk SF susceptibility of a system is usually defined as

v
$ð2Þ

B ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ �

1
V

X
j

½~pð2Þeff ;j=
~E1j
~E2j�; ð9Þ
where the sum is over individual molecules (j) in a mesoscopic bulk
volume V with dimensions large compared to a molecule, and
~E1j ¼~E0

1ei~k1 �~Oj , ~E2j ¼~E0
2ei~k2 �~Oj . (The vector division in (9) is defined in

the obvious way: for the (i,m,n)th Cartesian component of v
$ð2Þ

B ,
use the ith component of~pð2Þeff ;j, mth of~E1j, and nth of~E2j.) For a med-
ium with inversion symmetry, the electric-dipole part, ~pð2ÞD , of ~pð2Þeff

vanishes in summation, but the quadrupole part, ~pð2ÞQ , survives; as
we showed in the preceding section, ~pð2ÞQ depends on the choice of
molecular center. Hence, we expect that v

$ð2Þ
B must also depend on

the choice of molecular center. From the expression for ~pð2ÞQ in Eq.
(3), we obtain, for the choice of molecular center of the jth molecule
at ~Oj,

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
¼ 1

V

X
j

i aQ1
j;~Oj
�~k1 þ aQ2

j;~Oj
�~k2 � aQs

j;~Oj
�~kSF

� �
: ð10Þ

If the molecular center is shifted from ~Oj to ~O0j ¼ ~Oj � D~Oj, then from
Eq. (6) we have

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O0
� v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
¼ �i

V

X
j

ða
$D

j ÞðD~Oj � D~kÞ

� �in a
$DD~O
D E

� D~k ð11Þ

where n denotes the density of molecules and angular brackets
indicate an average over molecular orientations and arrangements
in the bulk environment.

As mentioned above, v
$ð2Þ

B can be split into a v
$ð2Þ

BB term which can

be measured by varying ~ki, and a v
$ð2Þ

BS term which cannot be mea-
sured separately from the surface [7]. The molecular-center depen-

dence in Eq. (11) comes entirely from a change in v
$ð2Þ

BS , not v
$ð2Þ

BB . The

components of v
$ð2Þ

BB , such as a
$Q2

xyxy � a
$Qs

xyxy

� �
[7], are independent of

molecular center by Eq. (6). This is consistent with our assertion

that v
$ð2Þ

BS and v
$ð2Þ

S are fundamentally inseparable, while v
$ð2Þ

BB is
separate.

It was already known in the early development of second-har-
monic generation and SFG for surface studies that the surface
and bulk terms in v

$ð2Þ
S;eff of Eq. (1) are not separable, either in theory

or in measurement [8,9]. On the other hand, as a measurable phys-
ical quantity, v

$ð2Þ
S;eff naturally is independent of the choice of molec-

ular center. Thus if v
$ð2Þ

B depends on the choice of molecular center,
so must v

$ð2Þ
S , but the sum of v

$ð2Þ
S and v

$ð2Þ
B =ð�iDkÞ must not. The ex-

plicit proof is briefly outlined here, with more details given in
Appendix C.

Similar to the bulk case, the surface SF susceptibility is generally
defined as

v
$ð2Þ

S ðxSF ;
~kSFÞ �

1
A

X
j

½~pð2Þeff ;t=
~E1t
~E2t � ð12Þ

where the summation is on molecules in a surface layer over a sur-
face area A. The surface layer is a thin region at the interface that is
structurally different from the bulk. For second-order nonlinear
optical response of an isotropic liquid like water, for example, the
surface layer is the layer that has broken inversion symmetry. In
practice, the surface layer is microscopically thin, so that the quad-
rupole part,~pð2ÞQ , of~pð2Þeff can be neglected in the summation restricted
to the surface layer. We then find, for the molecular center of the jth
molecule taken at ~Ot ,

v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
¼ 1

A

X
j

a
$D

j ð13Þ

Here, witha
$D

j;~Oj
being independent of ~Oj, the dependence on the

choice of molecular center comes through counting of the set of
molecules included in the summation: in reality, we should write
Eq. (13) as



Figure 6. (a) An illustration for Eq. (14). The system is the same as the one described in Figure 1, with the plane z = zB indicated by a dashed line. The notional dividing plane
z = zB could be placed at any arbitrary depth within the isotropic bulk environment. (b) A close-up view of the group of molecules with oxygen atoms immediately above the
plane z = zB. If oxygen is chosen as the molecular center, all of these molecules are included in Eq. (14); if hydrogen is chosen instead, only half are.
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v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
¼ 1

A

X
Oj;z>zB

a
$D

j ð14Þ

(see Appendix B) Here, as sketched in Figure 6a, the interface is at
z = 0, the semi-infinite bulk medium under discussion is at z < 0,
and z = zB (<0) is a plane sufficiently deep to be in the bulk environ-
ment, but separated from the interface only by a microscopically
small distance. Changing the molecular center from ~Oj to
~O0j ¼ ~Oj � D~Oj, but keeping zB unchanged for simplicity, will add
some molecules near zB to the sum in Eq. (A.10), and remove others.
For illustration, we show in Figure 6b a system of HDO molecules,
with the plane z = zB denoted by the dashed line. There are a num-
ber of randomly oriented HDO molecules with their oxygen (O) just
above the plane (Figure 6b). If the molecular center of HDO is taken
to be on O, these molecules will all be counted in the summation of
Eq. (14). However, if the molecular center is taken to be on the
hydrogen (H), then half of these molecules will no longer be
counted in the sum, yielding a different value for v

$ð2Þ
S . Since the ef-

fect of changing the molecular center on v
$ð2Þ

S is roughly from mole-

cules within a layer of D~O
��� ��� thick, the change of v

$ð2Þ
S is expected to be

of the order of aDD~O
��� ���. In Appendix C, we derive the net change of

v
$ð2Þ

S due to the change from ~Oj to ~O0j precisely as:

v
$ð2Þ

S;~O0
� v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
¼ �n a

$DDOz

D E
ð15Þ

(consistent with Ref. [5]). Since a
$DDOz

D E
–0 in general, this explic-

itly shows that a different choice of ~O will yield a different v
$ð2Þ

S .
From Eqs. (11) and (15), we see readily

v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
þ

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O

�i D~k
��� ��� ¼ v

$ð2Þ
S;~O0
þ

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O0

�i D~k
��� ��� : ð16Þ

As a result, v
$ð2Þ

S;eff is independent of the choice of molecular center ~O.

3. Ambiguities in molecular-dynamics calculations

Discussion in the previous section provides the correct frame-
work for calculation to compare with experiment of SFG, empha-
sizing the need to calculate v

$ð2Þ
S;eff . Unfortunately, this is not the

usual practice reported in the literature. Instead, it is simply as-
sumed that v

$ð2Þ
B would vanish and just v

$ð2Þ
S is calculated, ignoring

the fact that v
$ð2Þ

S depends on the choice of molecular center. As no-
ticed recently by Noah-Vanhoucke et al. [5], different choices of
molecular center can yield significantly different SF surface spec-
tra. We shall elucidate this by an example in a later section.

In practice, the ambiguity in v
$ð2Þ

S is typically resolved by arbi-
trarily choosing a molecular center to arrive at a definite answer.
However, the arbitrary step (which may be subtle and uninten-
tional) depends on the simulation approach. Therefore we focus
on molecular simulations using a slab model, as described in the
Introduction. For surface SFG, these simulations often impose an
artificial boundary surface at the middle of the slab to break the
inherent inversion symmetry of the slab [5]. We can relate this
procedure to Eq. (14) by assuming the artificial boundary surface
is at z = zB. The molecules with molecular centers above the artifi-
cial boundary surface are summed up, with the other molecules ig-
nored. This procedure is consistent with Eq. (14), so it is a
legitimate way to calculate v

$ð2Þ
S . However, it also inherits the

pathology that v
$ð2Þ

S is an ambiguous quantity whose value depends
on the choice of molecular center. Consequently, as noted in Ref.
[5], the SF spectrum calculated from v

$ð2Þ
S by molecular simulation

depends on the choice of molecular center. Clearly, the correct SF
spectrum must come from calculating v

$ð2Þ
S;eff � v

$ð2Þ
S þ v

$ð2Þ
B =ð�iDkÞ,

which is independent of the choice of molecular center.
The higher-order bulk nonlinear susceptibility, v

$ð2Þ
B , given by Eq.

(10) (with further details in Appendix A), is generally more difficult
to calculate. Although detailed calculation procedures can be found
in Refs. [18–21], the facts that v

$ð2Þ
B is an ambiguous quantity and

that its value depends on the choice of molecular center have not
been discussed in the literature. As shown in Appendix A, a proper
quantum–mechanical calculation of v

$ð2Þ
B;~O

should use the ‘‘relative’’
position operators ~rð~OÞ �~r �~O in the expressions for the moment
operators ~p, q

$
, ~l. Therefore, the result will in general depend on

the choice of ~O.
In a molecular-simulation calculation of SFG, one would ideally

determine v
$ð2Þ

S;eff by calculating both v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

B with a consistent
choice of molecular center. The difficulty of computing v

$ð2Þ
B , how-

ever, may render this approach impractical. A simpler approach
is to choose a molecular center that will minimize v

$ð2Þ
B , and

therefore maximize v
$ð2Þ

S , for the frequency-range and other param-
eters under investigation. Then, we may be able to argue that

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
=D~k

��� ���� v
$ð2Þ

S;~O

��� ���, and hence v
$ð2Þ

S;eff 	 v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
, allowing us to obtain a

fairly accurate SF surface spectrum from calculating only v
$ð2Þ

S . This
is likely the case for isotropic liquids composed of small molecules,
or small functional groups on larger molecules. In the following
section, we use water as an example to illustrate these points.
4. Water as an example

The air/neat-water interface has been studied extensively both
in theory and in experiment. There are quite a few molecular sim-
ulations of the SF surface spectrum of the system reported in the
literature, but to our knowledge, none of them includes v

$ð2Þ
B in

the calculation. Here, we show that v
$ð2Þ

B is not negligible if the
molecular center is not judiciously chosen. We begin by analyzing
v
$ð2Þ

B more closely. The contribution of v
$ð2Þ

B to the experimental



Figure 7. Calculated SFG spectra for HOD:D2O with different molecular centers.
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signal can be calculated by appropriately combining its tensor ele-
ments, assuming an isotropic bulk. This contribution is propor-
tional to [5]:

Pð2ÞB /
ð~k2 � ê1ÞvQ2

xyxy � ð~ks � ê1ÞvQs
xyxy

Dk
ðê2 � êsÞ

þ
ð~k1 � ê2ÞvQ1

xxyy � ð~ks � ê2ÞvQs
xxyy

Dk
ðê1 � êsÞ

þ
ð~k1 � êsÞvQ1

xyyx þ ð~k2 � êsÞvQ2
xyyx

Dk
ðê1 � ê2Þ; ð17Þ

where ê1, ê2, ês are the polarizations of the three waves, and follow-
ing Eq. (10), we define v

$
Qi ¼ 1

V

P
ta
$Qi

t , a sum over a representative
volume V in the bulk.

We now consider, for simplicity, an isotopically diluted HDO:-
D2O (in the infinite dilution limit) system and focus on SFG with
one incoming wave x1 resonant with the OH stretch mode. In
the OH stretch vibrational mode of HDO, the hydrogen atom oscil-
lates along the OH bond, while the heavier oxygen atom is rela-
tively stationary and the electronic wavefunction is not
substantially perturbed. To the extent that one-dimensional hydro-
gen vibration dominates charge motion in this mode, we expect
the corresponding transition quadrupole to be very small,
a
$Q1
~rH
� 0, provided the molecular center is placed at the H atom’s

equilibrium position ~rH. On the other hand, the response of an
HOD molecule at visible frequencies x2 and xs arises mainly from
valence electron fluctuations, which are governed by wave func-
tions centered nearly at the oxygen atom. Assuming these transi-
tions do not have a strong intrinsic quadrupole character—for
example, if the electron cloud shifts back and forth without much
distortion in shape—we expect that a

$Q2
~rO
� 0 and a

$Qs
~rO
� 0, where~rO

is the oxygen atom position. If we now choose the molecular center
at an arbitrary point ~O, then we find from Eq. (6)

ðaQ1
~O
Þj‘mn 	 aD

j‘m � ~rH �~O
� �

n
;

ðaQ2
~O
Þj‘mn 	 aD

j‘m � ~rO �~O
� �

n
;

ðaQs
~O
Þj‘mn 	 aD

j‘m � ~rO �~O
� �

n
ð18Þ

Substituting these idealized expressions for quadrupole susceptibil-
ities into Eq. (17), assuming a typical experimental setup (45� angle
of incidence, k1 	 3 lm, k2 = 512 nm [22]), we have

ðvð2Þ
B;~O
Þssp / ð~k2 � ê1ÞvQ2

~O;xyxy
� ð~ks � ê1ÞvQs

~O;xyxy
/ ~rO �~O
��� ���; ð19Þ

ðvð2Þ
B;~O
Þsps / ð~k1 � ê2ÞvQ1

xxyy � ð~ks � ê2ÞvQs
xxyy / 0:995~rO þ 0:005~rHð Þ �~O

��� ���;
ð20Þ

ðvð2Þ
B;~O
Þpss / ð~k1 � êsÞvQ1

xyyx þ ð~k2 � êsÞvQ2
xyyx / 0:85~rO þ 0:15~rHð Þ �~O

��� ���;
ð21Þ

where the abbreviations ‘‘ssp’’, ‘‘sps’’, ‘‘pss’’ each represent the
polarizations for the SF, visible, and IR light, respectively. (For the
various reflection-geometry experimental setups in the literature,
the decimals in Eqs. (20) and (21) change only slightly.) The above
equations suggest that v

$ð2Þ
B is nearly vanishing and v

$ð2Þ
S;eff 	 v

$ð2Þ
S if the

molecular center is chosen to be:


 At the O of HDO for SFG with ssp or sps polarizations,

 Near the O of HDO, but displaced 15% of the way towards H

along the OH bond, for pss polarizations.

Thus, with the proper choice of molecular center, we may only
need to find v

$ð2Þ
S to obtain an approximately correct OH stretch
spectrum for the air/HDO interface. This conclusion is supported
by an MD calculation, as described below. We emphasize again,
however, that this conclusion is contingent on the assumptions
about HOD molecular transitions discussed above Eq. (18).

We have carried out MD simulations to calculate v
$ð2Þ

S for the air/
HDO:D2O interface with ssp polarization, using a slab model with
different choices of molecular center. We closely followed the
method of Ref. [5]. Specifically, we simulate an isotopically-diluted
water system, comprising one HDO molecule together with 511
D2O molecules. These SPC/E molecules were put in a 6 � 6 �
6 nm3 box, with 4 nm of vacuum separating the 2 nm-thick slab
from its periodic replicas. After Nosé-Hoover equilibration at
298 K, we integrated Newton’s equations of motion for 100 ps with
LAMMPS software [23]. The OH stretch frequencies were inferred
from the local electric fields, which in turn were calculated in
LAMMPS using slab-corrected Ewald summation [24]. The SFG sig-
nal of each bond was calculated from the full HOD hyperpolariz-
ability tensor, using the vacuum values tabulated in Ref. [5].
Imv
$ð2Þ

S was calculated from the simulations, and Rev
$ð2Þ

S inferred
from Kramers–Kronig relations to obtain v

$ð2Þ
S

��� ���2. As discussed in
Ref. [5], these simplified calculations neglect a host of effects
including homogeneous broadening, motional narrowing, and
intermolecular coupling. In addition to ssp polarization, an sps
spectrum (not shown) was also calculated, but its correspondence
with the experimental measurements [25] is too weak to draw
useful conclusions on the merits of different molecular centers.
This poor agreement may be due to an important motional effect
[25] not included in our static simulations.

The center-of-mass plane of the slab was used as the ‘‘artificial
boundary’’ at each time-step: molecules with their molecular cen-
ters above the plane were included in the top interface region,
while molecules with molecular centers below the plane were ig-
nored (but reused for a separate calculation for the bottom inter-
face that was averaged into the final results).

Simulation results corresponding to different choices of molec-
ular center are shown in Figure 7. The calculations performed with
Light polarization is SSP. See text for descriptions.



Figure 8. Effect of time-delayed molecular center. Each molecule is counted as
above or below the slab center-of-mass using hydrogen or oxygen as the molecular
center. Following equilibrium dynamics over 0, 3, or 10 ps, its contribution to the
SFG signal is subsequently calculated. Polarization is SSP.
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oxygen as molecular center are plotted with a thicker line in the
graphs, highlighting the fact that this choice is suggested to be
optimal for ssp polarization in the analysis above. Note that, as ex-
pected, the peak at 3700 cm�1 is independent of molecular center:
it is due to dangling OH bonds at the surface, and therefore is
insensitive to how molecules in the bulk environment near the
artificial boundary surface are counted.

The plots in Figure 7 show the consequences of choosing O, H,
or OH-midpoint as the molecular center. Also shown is the
‘‘whole molecule’’ result, where the contribution from HDO was
included only if all three atoms of HDO were above the slab
center-of-mass plane. We calculated as well the spectrum for
which the center of mass of HDO served as the molecular center
[26]; it is almost indistinguishable from the result for O as the
molecular center.

Others have used a different approach: instead of choosing mol-
ecules nearest the interface in each configuration, the molecules
are assigned to the top or bottom interface at the start of a short
trajectory. The same molecules are counted as contributors
throughout the time duration as they diffuse around [13–15]. In
our formalism, we would say that the molecular center ~O for a mol-
ecule is chosen based on where the molecule was, instead of where
it is. We illustrate the effect of this method in Figure 8, where mol-
ecules are associated to an interface at one time-step, then allowed
to freely time-evolve for a certain ‘‘delay’’, before their signal is
calculated.

It is clear from Figures 7 and 8 that the differences between
Imv
$ð2Þ

S spectra calculated with different molecular centers can be
comparable in magnitude to the spectra themselves. Therefore,
we conclude that if the molecular center ~O is not carefully chosen,

then v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
=D~k

��� ��� can be as large as v
$ð2Þ

S;~O

��� ���. On the other hand, if ~O is

judiciously chosen, it is possible that v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
=D~k

��� ���� v
$ð2Þ

S;~O

��� ���.
Finally, we compare the calculated spectra with experimental

measurements. For ssp, the Imv
$ð2Þ

S;eff spectrum for dilute HDO/D2O
isotopic mixtures has been measured directly [22], and shows a
strong negative peak in the 3300–3600 cm�1 range. This feature
is most consistent with our calculation that takes the oxygen
molecular center. Therefore, our a priori reasoning about optimal
choices for molecular centers appears well-founded. We note
our calculation, similar to many others, is incapable of reproducing
the experimentally observed positive band below 3300 cm�1

[2].
5. Conclusion

We have examined the formalism of SFVS in terms of multipole
expansion, emphasizing that v

$ð2Þ
S and v

$ð2Þ
B are ambiguous, but their

combination v
$ð2Þ

S;eff is unambiguous. Accordingly, a calculation of v
$ð2Þ

S

alone to describe the SF response should yield ambiguous results,
as is the case in practice. This analysis explains the recently-dis-
covered troubling ambiguity in slab-based molecular simulations
[5].

Ambiguity in separation of surface and bulk contributions in
second-harmonic and SF reflection from a surface or interface is
a famously problematic issue [1,7–9]. However, we show in this
Letter that we can still discuss from a physical perspective how
to optimally choose the molecular center to minimize v

$ð2Þ
B in favor

of v
$ð2Þ

S in the division of v
$ð2Þ

S;eff into v
$ð2Þ

S and v
$ð2Þ

B . In many cases, we
can then argue from physical reasoning that v

$ð2Þ
S;eff 	 v

$ð2Þ
S , so that

the spectrum calculated from v
$ð2Þ

S alone should compare well with
experiment.

We have examined in particular the case of air/water interface,
where choosing different molecular centers and calculating only
v
$ð2Þ

S in SF response can result in very different SF vibrational spectra
[5]. The problem was resolved, at least approximately, by consider-
ation of the charge motion within the water molecule. Such consid-
erations allow us to predict a priori which molecular center should
be chosen to minimize the contribution of v

$ð2Þ
B . We accordingly

suggest that the O atom is an optimal molecular center for ssp
and sps polarizations, while the point 0.15Å from O towards H is
optimal for pss. Comparison between experimentally measured
and computed spectra supports this expectation.
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Appendix A. Microscopic expressions for electric-dipole,
electric-quadrupole, and magnetic-dipole polarizabilities and
their relations to the choice of molecular center

We show here, from the microscopic expressions of the electric-
dipole and the quadrupole SF polarizabilities of a molecule, a

$D and
a
$Qi, that a

$D does not depend on the choice of molecular center, but
a
$Qi does. (The molecular-center dependence of v

$ð2Þ
S comes from the

summation over a
$D in Eq. (14), not from the individual a

$Ds them-
selves.) The derivation of a

$D and a
$Qi follows the usual perturba-

tion-theory calculation with the light-molecule interaction
Hamiltonian in the multipole expansion form [12]:

H ¼ �pjEj � qj‘@ jE‘ � ljBj þ � � � ðA:1Þ

with pj �
P

beðbÞrðbÞj , qj‘ � 1
2

P
beðbÞrðbÞj rðbÞ‘ , lj �

P
b

eðbÞ

2mðbÞ ð~r
ðbÞ �~pðbÞÞj,

with e(b), r(b), p(b), and m(b) denoting the charge, position, momen-
tum, and mass of the electron or ion labeled b, and where j and ‘are
Cartesian indices. From second-order perturbation theory, induced

moments pð2Þj ðxsÞ, qð2Þj‘ ðxsÞ, lð2Þj ðxsÞ at the sum frequency are given
by
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pð2Þj ðxsÞ ¼ aD
j‘nE1‘E2n þ aQ1;EQ

j‘nt ð@tE1‘ÞE2n þ aQ2;EQ
j‘nt E1‘ð@tE2nÞ

þ aQ1;MD
j‘n B1‘E2n þ aQ2;MD

j‘n E1‘B2n

qð2Þjt xsð Þ ¼ aQs;EQ
j‘nt E1‘E2n

lð2Þj xsð Þ ¼ aQs;MD
j‘n E1‘E2n ðA:2Þ

with

aD
j‘n ¼ Fðpj;p‘;pnÞ

aQs;EQ
j‘nt ¼ Fðqjt; p‘;pnÞ

aQs;MD
j‘n ¼ Fðlj;p‘;pnÞ

aQ1;EQ
j‘nt ¼ Fðpj; q‘t; pnÞ ðA:3Þ

aQ1;MD
j‘n ¼ Fðpj;l‘;pnÞ

aQ2;EQ
j‘nt ¼ Fðpj;p‘; qntÞ

aQ2;MD
j‘n ¼ Fðpj;p‘;lnÞ

FðA;B;CÞ ¼ �1

�h2

X
g;s;t

qð0Þgg

ðAÞgsðBÞstðCÞtg
ðx2 �xtg þ iCtgÞðxs �xsg þ iCsgÞ

þ � � �
� �

ðA:4Þ

where ‘‘� � �’’ denotes five other similar terms, xsg and Csg are the fre-
quency and damping constant of the resonance between states s
and g, and A,B, and C represent operators involved in the light-mat-
ter interaction (A.1) at frequencies xs,x1, and x2, respectively. (The
conclusions would not be altered if the C’s were replaced with more
sophisticated treatments of dephasing.) The effective induced elec-
tric-dipole moment at xs can be written as:

pð2Þeff ;jðxs ¼ x1 þx2;
~kSFÞ

¼ pð2Þj � ði~kSF � q
$ð2ÞÞj �

c
xSF
ð~kSF � ~lð2ÞÞj

¼ aD
j‘n þ i aQ1

j‘ntk1t þ aQ2
j‘ntk2t � aQs

j‘ntkSF;t

� �� �
E1‘E2n ðA:5Þ

in which a
$Qi includes both electric-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole

parts:

aQs
j‘nt ¼ aQs;EQ

j‘nt þ i
xSF

aQs;MD
b‘n ebtj

aQ1
j‘nt ¼ aQ1;EQ

j‘nt � i
x1

aQ1;MD
jbn ebt‘

aQ2
j‘nt ¼ aQ2;EQ

j‘nt � i
x2

aQ2;MD
j‘b ebtn

ðA:6Þ

where ej‘n is the Levi–Civita tensor. We now show that a
$

D does not
depend on the choice of molecular center, while a

$Qi does. In
calculating the matrix element ½f ð~rÞ�ab of an operator f ð~rÞ represent-
ing a property of the molecule, we implicitly have ~r referred to a
molecular center. If the molecular center is at ~O away from the
origin of the coordinate system used in the calculation, then we
must replace f ð~rÞ by f ð~r �~OÞ. Thus, the operators pj �

P
beðbÞrðbÞj ,

qj‘ � 1
2

P
beðbÞrðbÞj rðbÞ‘ , and lj �

P
b

eðbÞ

2mðbÞ ð~r
ðbÞ �~pðbÞÞj in the above

equations should be replaced by pð
~OÞ

j �
P

beðbÞðrðbÞj �~OÞ, qð
~OÞ

j‘ �
1
2

P
beðbÞðrðbÞj �~OÞðr

ðbÞ
‘ �~OÞ, and lð

~OÞ
j �

P
b

eðbÞ

2mðbÞ ½ð~r
ðbÞ �~OÞ �~pðbÞ�j,

respectively.
Since ~O is a constant vector, we have F(Oj,X,Y) = F(X,Oj,Y) =

F(X,Y,Oj) = 0 for any operators X,Y. It is then readily seen that a
$D

is independent of ~O, i.e., independent of the choice of molecular
center.

However, a
$Qi does have molecular-center dependence. If we

change the molecular center from ~O to ~O0, the electric quadrupole
and magnetic dipole operators change from qð

~OÞ
‘t and ~lð

~OÞ
j to
qð
~O0Þ
‘t ¼

1
2

X
b

eðbÞðrðbÞ‘ � O0‘Þðr
ðbÞ
t � O0tÞ

¼ qð
~OÞ
‘t þ

1
2
ð~O�~O0Þtp

ð~OÞ
‘ þ

1
2
ð~O�~O0Þ‘p

ð~O0 Þ
t

~lð~O0 Þ ¼
X

b

eðbÞ

2mðbÞ
ð~rðbÞ �~O0Þ �~pðbÞ

¼ ~lð~O0 Þ þ ð~O�~O0Þ �
X

b

eðbÞ

2mðbÞ
~pðbÞ: ðA:7Þ

We apply these with the help of the identity
P

b
eðbÞ

mðbÞ Fðpj;

pðbÞ‘ ;pnÞ ¼ ix1Fðpj;p‘;pnÞ, which follows from ~pðbÞ ¼ mi
�h ½H0;~rðbÞ�,

where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H0 � Vðrð1Þ; rð2Þ; . . .ÞþP
b
j~pðbÞ j2
2mðbÞ . The result is

aQ1;EQ ;ð~O0Þ
j‘nt ¼ aQ1;EQ ;ð~OÞ

j‘nt þ 1
2
aD

j‘nð~O�~O0Þt þ
1
2
aD

jtnð~O�~O0Þ‘

aQ1;MD;ð~O0Þ
j‘n ¼ aQ1;MD;ð~OÞ

j‘n þ ix1

2
e‘tbaD

jbnð~O�~O0Þt

and therefore

aQ1;ð~O0Þ
j‘nt � aQ1;ð~OÞ

j‘nt ¼ 1
2
aD

jtnð~O�~O0Þ‘ þ
1
2
aD

j‘nð~O�~O0Þt

þ 1
2
ebt‘ebdf aD

jfnð~O�~O0Þt ¼ aD
j‘nð~O�~O0Þt :

Likewise for all a
$Qi,

aQi;ð~O0Þ
j‘nt � aQi;ð~OÞ

j‘nt ¼ aD
j‘nð~O�~O0Þt: ðA:8Þ

Thus, a
$

Qi depends on the choice of molecular center in a way that
incorporates some part of the dipole susceptibility.

Appendix B. Effective surface susceptibility

The SF signals in transmission and reflection from a semi-infi-
nite medium are proportional to jv

$ð2Þ
S;eff j

2, where the effective sur-

face nonlinear susceptibility v
$ð2Þ

S;eff is related to the surface and

bulk nonlinear susceptibilities v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
and v

$ð2Þ
B;~O

by

v
$ð2Þ

S;eff � v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
þ

v
$ð2Þ

B;~O

�iDk
ðB:1Þ

Macroscopically, this relation is usually derived from a three-layer
model [27]. Here, we give a microscopic derivation valid for the
simple case we have been considering, where the index of refraction
is constant everywhere. The purpose of this is to show explicitly
that (B.1) is consistent with Eqs. (10) and (14), the molecular
expressions for v

$ð2Þ
B;~O

and v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
, respectively.

The SF output field from the surface and the bulk of the medium
can be considered as generated by an equivalent surface sheet of
nonlinear polarization, ~Pð2ÞS;eff , which contains contributions from
all molecules:

~Pð2Þeff ¼
1
A

X
t

~pð2Þ
eff ;j;~Oj

e�i~kSF �~Oj

¼ 1
A

Z 0þ

zB

X
ð~OjÞz¼z

~pð2Þ
eff ;j;~Oj

e�i~kSF �~Oj

0
@

1
Adz

þ 1
A

Z zB

�1

X
ð~OjÞz¼z

~pð2Þ
eff ;j;~Ot

e�i~kSF �~Oj

0
@

1
Adz ðB:2Þ

The second line of the above equation has the surface and bulk parts
separately presented, each of which depends in general on how the
molecular center ~O is chosen within the molecule. Here, the coordi-
nate system is defined so that the medium spans z < 0, and jzBj is the
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thickness of the surface layer (Figure 6a), assumed to be much less
than a wavelength. With the incoming fields given by~E1ð~rÞ ¼~E0

1ei~k1 �~r

and ~E2ð~rÞ ¼~E0
2ei~k2 �~r , we can write, for the bulk part,

1
A

Z zB

�1

X
ð~OjÞz¼z

~pð2Þ
eff ;j;~Ot

e�i~kSF �~Oj

0
@

1
Adz

¼ 1
A

Z zB

�1

X
ð~OjÞz¼z

e�iD~k�~Oj i½a
$Q1

j;~Oj
�~k1 þ a

$Q2
j;~Oj
�~k2 � a

$Qs
j;~Oj
�~kSF �

0
@

1
Adz

0
@

1
A :~E0

1
~E0

2

¼ v
$ð2Þ

B;~O
:~E0

1
~E0

2

� �Z zB

�1
e�i Dkj jzdz ffi v

$ð2Þ
B;~O

:~E0
1
~E0

2

� �Z 0

�1
e�i Dkj jzdz

¼
v
$ð2Þ

B;~O

�i Dkj j :
~E0

1
~E0

2

0
@

1
A ðB:3Þ

(using Eq. (10)), and for the surface part,

1
A

Z 0þ

zB

X
ð~OjÞz¼z

~pð2Þ
eff ;j;~Oj

e�i~kSF �~Oj

0
@

1
Adz

¼ 1
A

Z 0þ

zB

X
ð~OjÞz¼zB

a
$D

j e�iD~k�~Oj

0
@

1
Adz :~E0

1
~E0

2

ffi 1
A

X
ð~OjÞz>zB

a
$D

j

0
@

1
A :~E0

1
~E0

2

¼ v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
:~E0

1
~E0

2 ðB:4Þ

(using Eq. (14)). With ~Pð2ÞS;eff � v
$ð2Þ

S;eff :~E0
1
~E0

2, we obtain Eq. (1).

Appendix C. Dependence of electric-dipole-order susceptibility
on the choice of molecular center

To calculate the dependence of v
$ð2Þ

S on ~O, we start with Eq. (14),
v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
¼ 1

A

P
ð~OjÞz>zB

a
$D

t . We assume that the molecular center~O for each
molecule is fixed in molecular coordinates. Changing the molecular
center from ~O to ~O0 ¼ ~O� D~O, but keeping zB unchanged, will re-
move from the sum those molecules with Oz > zB but O0z < zB, i.e.,
molecules originally in the region zB < Oz < zB + DOz. Likewise, it
will add to the sum molecules with Oz < zB but O0z > zB, i.e., mole-
cules originally in the region zB > Oz > zB + DOz.

Consider an ensemble of molecules with a given orientation X
$

.
For this ensemble, DOz has a constant value DOðX

$
Þ

z . If DOðX
$
Þ

z > 0,
some molecules from this ensemble will be eliminated from the
sum, namely those in the region zB < Oz < zB þ DOðX

$
Þ

z . The volume
of this region is ADOðX

$
Þ

z , so the change in v
$ð2Þ

S due to these elimi-

nated molecules is �nðX
$
Þ a
$

D
D E

X
$DOðX

$
Þ

z d X
$

, where nðX
$
Þd X
$

is the differ-

ential number density of molecules with the given orientation X
$

.
Likewise, if DOðX

$
Þ

z < 0, some molecules from this ensemble will be
added into the sum (14); namely those in the region zB > Oz >

zB þ DOðX
$
Þ

z . The volume of this region is ADOðX
$
Þ

z

����
���� ¼ �ADOðX

$
Þ

z , so the

change in v
$ð2Þ

S due to these molecules is �nðX
$
Þ a
$D
D E

X
$DOðX

$
Þ

z d X
$

, the
same expression as before.

Altogether,

v
$ð2Þ

S;~O0
� v
$ð2Þ

S;~O
¼
Z

d X
$
�nðX

$
Þ a
$D
D E

X
$DOðX

$
Þ

z

� �
¼ �n a

$DDOz

D E
:

where the angle-brackets are a statistical average over molecules’
orientations and local environments. This formula is consistent that
derived in Noah-Vanhoucke et al. [5].
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